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A new probability model with support on unit interval: Structural properties, 
regression of bounded response and applications 
Abstract 
A new distribution on (0, 1), generalized Log-Lindley distribution, is proposed by extending the Log-
Lindley distribution of Gomez et al. (2014). This new distribution is shown to be a weighted Log-Lindley 
distribution. Its important properties like cumulative distribution function, moments, survival function, 
hazard rate function, Shannon entropy, stochastic ordering, convexity (concavity) and log-concavity 
conditions are derived. Fast computer sampling from the Log-Lindley and generalized Log-Lindley 
distributions is examined. An interesting characterization of the weighted distribution in terms of 
Kullback-Liebler distance and weighted entropy has been obtained. A useful result in distorted premium 
principal is presented and confirmed with numerical calculations. New regression models for bounded 
responses based on this distribution and their application is illustrated by considering modeling a real life 
data on risk management in comparison with beta regression and Log-Lindley regression models. A much 
better fit shows the relevance of the new distribution in statistical modeling and analysis. 
Keywords:  Computer sampling, Distortion function, Log-concavity, Premium loading, Regression, 
Stochastic ordering, weighted entropy 
MSC: 60EXX, 62E15, 62F10, 62J12 
1. Introduction 
In statistical research many attempts have been made to introduce alternatives to the classical 
beta distribution (see Mazucheli et al., 2018 for details). But most of these distributions involved 
special functions in their formulations except for the Kumaraswamy distribution (Jones 2012).  
Recently, a new probability density function (pdf)  with bounded support in (0,1) was introduced 
by Gomez et al. (2014), as an alternative to the classical beta distribution by suitable 
transformation of a particular case of the generalized Lindley distribution proposed by 
Zakerzadeh and Dolati (2010). The new distribution called Log-Lindley (LL) distribution has 
compact expressions for the moments as well as the cdf. Gomez et al. (2014) studied its 
important properties relevant to the insurance and inventory management applications. In the 
application to insurance premium loading, Gomez et al. (2014) showed that the risk-adjusted 
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(distorted) premium based on the LL distribution falls between the net premium and the dual-
power premium. The LL model is also shown to be appropriate regression model to model 
bounded responses as an alternative to the beta regression model. The LL distribution of Gomez 
et al. (2014) is probably the latest in a series of proposals as alternatives to the classical beta 
distribution. Unlike its predecessors the main attraction of the LL distribution is that it has nice 
compact forms for the pdf, cdf and moments, which do not involve any special functions. 
Recently, Jodra and Jimenez-Gamero (2016) derived the quantile function of the LL distribution 
in terms of the Lambert W function and proposed this as a method to sample from the LL 
distribution. 
The pdf, cdf and moments of the LL distribution of Gomez et al. (2014) are given by 
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In this paper we extend the LL distribution to provide another distribution on (0, 1). The 
motivation to propose this extension is that apart from adding flexibility to the potentially very 
useful LL distribution as an alternative to the beta distribution, it also retains the compactness 
and tractability of expressions for the pdf, cdf and moments which facilitate its applications in 
statistical analysis. Furthermore, a number of important probabilistic properties have been 
derived and the proposed distribution is shown to be a weighted LL distribution. We also 
justified the proposed extension of the LL distribution by showing improvement in fit to the 
same data used by Gomez et al., (2014) to support the application of their LL model. 
The paper has been organized as follows.  Section 2 presents the generalized LL distribution 
and various properties like moments, mode, Shannon entropy, stochastic ordering and convexity 
and log-concavity. The distribution is derived as a weighted LL distribution. Computer sampling 
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from the generalized LL distribution is also examined in Section 2 and as a special case we 
propose a faster method of computer generation of LL samples. An interesting characterization 
of the weighted distribution in terms of Kullback-Liebler distance and weighted entropy has been 
obtained. An application to insurance premium loading is considered in Section 3 where it is 
shown that the premium based on the GLL distribution lies between the proportional hazard 
premium (Wang, 1995, 1996) and maximal premium. Section 4 gives a useful re-
parameterization of the generalized Log-Lindley distribution. Section 5 gives the score equations 
for maximum likelihood estimation and simple expressions for the elements of the information 
matrix. Illustration of non-regression and regression data modeling with the risk management 
data set in Schmit and Roth (1990), and used by Gomez et al., (2014) for the LL distribution, is 
examined in Section 6. A concluding discussion ends the paper.   
2. Generalized Log-Lindley distribution ),( pLL  
The LL distribution of Gomez et al., (2014) was obtained from a two-parameter particular case 
of the three-parameter generalized Lindley (GL) distribution of Zakerzadeh and Dolati (2010) 
which has the pdf 
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Gomez et al. (2014) first substituted 1  and then employed the transformation )/1log( YX   
to obtain their LL distribution in (1).  
2.1 Definition and derivation as a weighted log-Lindley distribution 
In this section, we consider the same transformation of the GL distribution but without 
setting 1   to derive an extension called the generalized Log-Lindley (GLL) distribution. This 
proposed three-parameter distribution can be seen as an extension of the LL distribution of 
Gomez et al. (2014) with an additional parameter ‘p’. We denote the new distribution 
by ),( pLL . By setting 1p   , the pdf and cdf of the proposed distribution are given 
respectively by 
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where  
1
, /zt nEi n z e t dt

  ),1(1 znz n   , 0z  , is the generalized exponential integral and 
),1( zn  is the upper incomplete gamma function. In particular, the recurrence relations  
),(),1( znzEieznEin z    and ),1(),( znzEiznEi
dz
d
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can be utilized in conjunction with zezEi z /),0(   to obtain expressions for higher integral 
values on n. Moreover, as z , zeznEi z /),(   (see http:// mathworld. wolfram.com/ En-
Function.html for more results).  
Alternatively, we can write the cdf in (3) in terms of upper incomplete gamma function as  
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Throughout the article ),( pLL and GLL have been used synonymously. 
We now formulate the generalized log-Lindley distribution as a weighted log-Lindley 
distribution. The general concept of weighted probability distributions was formalized by Rao 
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(1965) and has found applications in diverse areas. A weighted distribution is a result of 
modifying the original distribution by a weight function. This arises from the fact that the 
process of recording observations is done without equal probability for each observation. Let X  
be a random variable with pdf  f x  and  w x be a weight function. The weighted pdf  Wf x  is 
given by  
     
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Let  f x  be the log-Lindley pdf and    log pw x x  . We find that 
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This is the GLL pdf given by (2).          
2.2 Important particular cases of ),( pLL  and shape of ),( pLL  distributions 
For 
i. 0p , we get back the LL distribution of Gomez et al. (2014) given by (1).  
ii. 1,0  p , as  , )1,0(),( UniformLLp  . 
iii. 1p , we get new ),(1 LL  distribution as: 
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iv. 2p , we get new ),(2 LL  distribution as 
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Here we have illustrated the pdf of ),( pLL  distributions for different choices of parameters 
 , and index p to study their shapes. It is observed that the distribution can be positively or 
negatively skewed and symmetrical. The pdf can also be increasing or decreasing. 
Figure 1 here 
2.3 Moments and Mode  
The moments of ),( pLL  distribution are given by 
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The mode plays an important role in the usefulness of a distribution.  For the ),( pLL  
distribution the mode occurs at  
)]1(2/}))1(1()1(4)1(1exp[{ 2   ppp , for 1 . 
2.4 Computer sampling from the GLL Distribution 
Jodra and Jimenez-Gamero (2016) derived the quantile function of the LL distribution in terms 
of the Lambert W function. This gives a direct method of generating LL samples on the 
computer which only requires the computation of the Lambert W function.   Computation of 
special functions usually require relatively more computational effort compared to elementary 
functions. This clearly impacts on the speed of the computer sampling which is crucial in a 
massive Monte Carlo simulation experiment.  We give a quick method of generating samples 
from the LL distribution which is a particular case of the method for computer generation of the 
generalized Log-Lindley distribution presented below.  
Zakerzadeh and Dolati (2010) expressed the pdf of their generalized Lindley distribution 
as a finite mixture of two gamma pdf’s: 
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where    1; , /xgf x x e        . 
Based on this finite mixture representation and the transformation  logZ X  , we propose the 
following method to generate samples from the GLL distribution. Let  ,G   denote the gamma 
random variable with parameters  ,   and U be the uniform random variable over  0,1 . 
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Algorithm 1 (Generation of GLL samples) 
Specify parameters  , ,   . 
1. Generate U . 
2. If U 
 


, generate  ,X G   ; otherwise generate  1,X G    . 
3. Accept  logZ X  as a GLL random variate (transform X ). 
For a sample of size N , repeat Steps 1, 2 and 3 N times.  
There are efficient methods for computer sampling from the gamma distribution. For example, 
Cheng (1977) gave an efficient algorithm based on the acceptance-rejection method.  
If 1  , Algorithm 1 provides a method of generating LL random samples. We note that 
when 1  ,  1,G  is the exponential random variable and the quantile function is 
   1 log 1 , 0 1Q u u u      . Therefore generation of an exponential random variate is very 
quick requiring only evaluation of the log function. Since 1 U is also uniform on  0,1 , an 
exponential random variate is given by  1 logX U   , and this saves one arithmetic 
operation. The random variable      2, 1, 1,X G G G     may be taken as a sum of two 
independent exponential random variables.  We have the following algorithm for the generation 
of LL samples. 
Algorithm 2 (Generation of Log-Lindley samples) 
Specify parameters  ,  . 
1. Generate U . 
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2. If U 
 


, generate    11, logX G U     ; otherwise generate   1 22,X G X X   , 
where  1 log , 1,2i iX U i    . ( 1U U and 2U is an additional uniform random variate.) 
3. Accept  logZ X  as a LL random variate (transform X ). 
Remark: As an analytic comparison, Algorithm 2 requires two to three log function evaluations 
to generate one LL random variate while Jodra and Jimenez-Gamero (2016) quantile approach 
needs one calculation of the Lambert W function. 
2.5 Survival and Hazard Rate functions 
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It can be easily checked that for 0p , the above results reduce to those of the ),(0 LL  
distribution of Gomez et al. (2014). When p  is an integer the expressions can be written in 
compact form using the result 


p
k
ky kyepyp
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!/!),1( . 
Some illustrative plots of the hazard function of ),( pLL  distributions for different choices of 
parameters  ,  and index p are presented in Figure 2, which reveals that the hazard function can 
be increasing and bath-tub shaped. 
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Figure 2 here 
2.6 Shannon Entropy of ),( pLL  
Entropy is a quantity that is often used in model selection. According to the maximum entropy 
principle, to make inference based on incomplete information, a distribution that best represents 
the current state of knowledge is the one that has the maximum entropy. Let X  be a random 
variable with pdf  f x . The Shannon entropy of a pdf  f x is defined by 
       logH X H f f x f x dx   . 
We now derive the Shannon entropy of the GLL distribution, ),( pLL . 
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It can be checked that for 0p , )(XH p reduces to )(0 XH , where  0H X is the Shannon 
entropy of the LL distribution, ),(0 LL  given by 
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(see proposition 2 in page 51 of Gomez et al. 2014). Here  Ei z  (Gomez et al., 2014, p.51) is 
defined as  
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For integral values of index parameter p, exact expression for  )]/1(log(log XE  and 
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and so on. 
In particular for 1p , Shannon Entropy for ),(1 LL  using (5) is given by  
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where   is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. 
Since the GLL distribution is a weighted LL distribution, it is of interest to examine the 
connection between weighted distributions and entropy. We first define weighted entropy (see, 
for example, Suhov et al., 2016) and Kullback-Leibler distance. 
Definition 1: (a) For a pdf  f x and a nonnegative weight function  w x , the weighted entropy 
of  f x  is defined by  
       ; logH w f w x f x f x dx  . 
(b) The Kullback-Leibler distance between two pdf’s  f x  and  g x  is defined by 
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        ; log /KL f g f x f x g x dx  . 
We state the connection between weighted distribution and entropy. 
Theorem1: Let  f x  and  g x be two pdf’s. The pdf  f x is a weighted  g x with weight 
 w x , if and only if, 
   
 
 1; ;H f KL f g H w g
E w X
  
  
. 
Proof. If      
 
w x g x
f x
E w X

  
, the proof follows directly from the definition of Shannon entropy. 
Conversely, if the expression holds, straightforward manipulation leads to  
   
 
     1log log 0f x g x dx w x g x g x dx
E w X
 
  
  . 
 That is, pdf  f x is a weighted  g x with weight  w x .  
Notes. (1) We may express Shannon entropy of ),( pLL in terms of weighted entropy of 
),(1 pLL  as follows: 
)],,;(log[)( pXfEXH p   















 )1,,;()log(
)1(
)(log pXfX
pp
pE 

  
Since )1,,;()log(
)1(
)(),,;( 


 pXfX
pp
ppXf 


        (*) 
  )1,,;(log}]log[log{
)1(
)(log 







 pXfEXE
pp
p


   
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     dxpXfpXfpXfE ),,;()1,,;(log)1,,;(log
1
0
    
  dxpXfX
pp
ppXf )1,,;()log(
)1(
)()1,,;(log
1
0



  

  
  dxpXfpXfX
pp
p )1,,;()1,,;(log)log(
)1(
)( 1
0



  
  
 
 
 
 
 
     
1
0
log log log
1
log log ; , , 1 ; , , 1
1
p
E X
p p
p
x f X p f X p dx
p p
 

 
   

 
          

       
 
 
 
   
 
  log log log log ; ; , , 1
1 1
p p
E X H x f X p
p p p p
   
 
 
  
               
 
where   log ; ; , , 1H x f X p    is the weighted entropy of  2 ,pLL   with weight function 
(-log x).   
(2) By using (*) we obtain interesting expressions for moments  log rE X   of ),( pLL . 
Replace p by 1p   in (*) and integrate both sides. We get 
)1(
)2)(1(),,;(log






p
pppXE . 
In general,  
 
)1(
)1()1(
),,;)(log ][






p
prp
pXE r
rr  
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For 0p  gives the corresponding expression for LL distribution (Gomez et al. (2014), equation 
(5) ) as 
)1(
)2()(log




XE .  
Remark.  Note that equation (5) of Gomez et al. (2014) contains a typo. 
For n ),( pLL random variables 1X , 2X , …, nX we get  





 





 





n
np
n
n
npp
p
ppnpXE
n
i
i 







1
2)1(
)1(
)2)(1(),,;(log
1
  
which is ),,;(log pYE  , where 




 pn
n
LLY p ,,~ 
 . Additionally we can get 
)1(
))1(2)(1(
1
),,;log(
3
















p
pppXxE
p
, …, 
)1(
))(2)(1(),,;log(
3
















p
rpp
r
pXXE
p
r .  
2.7 Stochastic Ordering 
The comparison of random quantities through the notion of stochastic ordering has important 
applications in many areas, for instance, in risk theory and reliability theory, see Chapters 12, 15 
and 16 in Shaked and Shantikumar (1994). We will consider the likelihood ratio (LR), hazard 
rate (HR) and stochastic (ST) orderings for ),( pLL  random variables in this section. The 
definition of likelihood ratio, stochastic and hazard rate orders are as follow. 
Definition 2:  Suppose two random variables X and Y have pdf’s f and g, cdf’s  F and G , hazard 
rate Xh and Yh respectively.  
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(1) X is said to be smaller than Y in the likelihood ratio order, denoted by LRX Y , 
if         f x g y f y g x  for all x y . 
(2) X is said to be stochastically smaller than Y, denoted by STX Y ,if     G , xxF x  . 
(3) X is said to be smaller than Y in hazard rate order, denoted by HRX Y , if     YXh x xh  for 
all x . 
Theorem 2. Let 1X  and 2X  be random variables following ),( 111 pLL  and ),( 222 pLL  
distributions, respectively. If 2121 ,    and 12 pp   then 21 XX LR . 
Proof: Consider the ratio 
)()log(
]1)[1(
]1)[1(
),,;(
),,;(
12
1
2
2222
2
1
1111
2
2
111
222 xhx
pp
pp
pxf
pxf pp
p
p










                       (6) 
where 12
log
log)(
1
2 

 


 x
x
xxh . Gomez-Deniz et al. (2014) have shown that the function  )(xh  is 
non-decreasing for )1,0(x  if 2121 ,   . If 12 pp  , it is clear that 12)log(
ppx   is non-
decreasing for )1,0(x . This implies that if 2121 ,    and 12 pp  , then the ratio in (6)  is 
non-decreasing for )1,0(x  and hence, 21 XX LR .         
Clearly, Theorem 2 may be applied in the context of monotone likelihood ratio to obtain 
uniformly most powerful tests for parameters of interest. 
LR ordering is stronger than hazard rate and stochastic orderings and this leads to the 
following implications (Gomez-Deniz et al., 2014): 212121 XXXXXX STHRLR  . 
Therefore, as in Corollary 1 of Gomez-Deniz et al. (2014) similar results can be shown for the 
GLL distribution as follows.  
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Corollary 1. Let 1X  and 2X  be random variables following ),( 111 pLL  and ),( 222 pLL  
distributions, respectively.  If 2121 ,    and 12 pp  , then 
a. the moments, ][][ 21
kk XEXE    for all 0k ; 
b. the hazard rates, )()( 21 xrxr   for all )1,0(x . 
 
Remark. For a nonnegative random variable X , let wX  be the corresponding weighted random 
variable derived using a non negative weight function  w x  (see section 2), then w
lr
XX   if 
 w x  is decreasing (Shaked and Shanthikumar, 2007). In view of the results in section 2, that 
  ,pLL  is a weighted    ,LL  with non negative decreasing weight function 
   log pw x x   it is therefore obvious that    , , , 0LR pLL LL p     . In fact it can be 
further generalized to state that    , , ,p LR qLL LL q p     . 
The corresponding hazard rate and stochastic orderings follow as a consequence. 
2.8 Convexity, Concavity and Log-concavity for GLL Distribution 
Gomez-Deniz et al. (2014) have shown the LL cdf  F x to be convex but did not consider the 
property of log-concavity. In this section we examine the convexity of the cdf and log-concavity 
of the pdf for the GLL distribution.  For brevity, we suppress the cdf notation for   ,pLL  
distribution in (3) as )(xF  in this section. 
Theorem 3. If 10  , 0p  and 0 , then )(xF  is concave for )1,0(x . Hence, for 
10  , )(xF  is also log-concave for )1,0(x  since 0)( xF . 
Proof: If 10  , then px)log( , )log( x  and 1)( x  are decreasing in )1,0(x  for 0p  
and 0 .  This implies that the pdf 
,)log()log(
]1)[1(
),,;()( 1
2




 


 xxx
pp
pxfxF p
p
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is decreasing in )1,0(x .  Thus, )(xF  is concave for )1,0(x .    
Since 0)( xF , concavity implies )(xF  is also log-concave for )1,0(x .             
Theorem 4. The function )(xF  is neither convex nor concave for )1,0(x  for any 1 , 0p  
and 0 .  
Proof: For any 1 , 0p  and 0 , consider the second order derivative of )(xF  given by 

















 

1
log
1
1)(log)1()log(
]1)[1(
)( 211
2





  pxpxxx
pp
xF p
p
 
In order for )(xF  to be convex, )(xF   must be 0  or that the term 
















1
log
1
1)(log 2




pxpx 0  for all )1,0(x . However, when 1x ,  
0
11
log
1
1)(log 2 
























ppxpx . 
Thus, )(xF   is not convex for )1,0(x  for any 1 , 0p  and 0 . 
 When 0x , 
 







































 2
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))(log1(log
1
1
1)(log
1
log
1
1)(log
x
p
x
p
xpxpx






 .  
This implies that )(xF   cannot be 0  for all )1,0(x . Therefore, )(xF  is not concave for 
)1,0(x  for any 1 , 0p  and 0 .                 
Note:  )(xF  is convex for )1,0(x  only for 0p  [that is when   ,pLL  distribution reduces 
to the LL distribution] and 1)1(   as shown in Theorem 4, Gomez-Deniz et al. (2014). 
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We next show that the   ,pLL  distribution is log-concave. A function  f x  is log-
concave if  log f x is concave and log-convex if  log f x is a convex function. Based on 
Definition 2 of Borzadaran and Borzadaran (2011), the log-concavity of a function  f x on an 
interval  ,a b  is equivalent to    /f x f x being monotonically decreasing in  ,a b  or 
  ln 0f x    . 
Theorem 5. If  1  , the   ,pLL  pdf is log-concave. 
Proof. It is suffice to show that  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
1 1log log
log 1 1
f x F x p px x
f x F x x
 

 
                
 
is monotonically decreasing in  0,1x . Rewrite the above as  
 
 
   
 
1 11 log
1 1 log
f x p px
f x x

 
 
                
 
Noting that log x  is monotonically increasing in  0,1 , log x is monotonically decreasing. For 
1  ,    /f x f x is monotonically decreasing in  0,1 . Thus  f x is log-concave.             
Remark. We have also shown that the LL (  0 ,LL   ) pdf is log-concave provided 1  .  
The log-concavity or log-convexity of pdfs implies many interesting properties of the 
distributions, especially reliability properties. There are many applications of this log-concavity 
property in diverse disciplines (Bagnoli and Bergstrom, 2005). Many properties of the GLL 
distribution follow from the property of log-concavity (Borzadaran and Borzadaran, 2011, pages 
205-206). For instance, 
(1) GLL pdf is strongly unimodal; a distribution F on R is said to be strongly unimodal if  
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the convolution of F with any unimodal distribution is again unimodal. 
(2) GLL pdf is a Polya frequency density of order 2, that is,  
        0f x y f x y f x y f x y          for ,x x y y   . 
(3) Hazard function is a non-decreasing function in x . 
(4)  Distribution function and survival function are log-concave. 
3. Application to insurance premium loading 
In this section we apply the results of Section 2.8 to insurance premium loading.  According to 
the basic premium principle, assuming common agreement on the risk distribution, the net 
premium  P X  to be charged on an insurance coverage for exposure to risk X is given by 
   P X E X . If there is no agreement on the risk distribution, a loading is added to X . One 
approach to add this loading is through transformation of the initial cumulative distribution 
function of X by a continuous and non-decreasing function h  known as the distortion function. 
This transformation results in a new distribution corresponding to a random variable Y . If the 
distortion function h is convex, this guarantees that STX Y and which further implies 
that    E X E Y , that is, loading is nonnegative (refer to Gomez-Deniz et al., (2014) for further 
discussion).  
Theorem 6. If ),,;( pxF   of ),( pLL  given by (3) is concave, then ),,;1(1 pxF   is a 
convex function from (0, 1) to (0, 1) for 10   and 0,0  p . 
Proof: It has been shown in Theorem 3 that the cdf ),,;( pxF   of ),( pLL  is concave for 
10   and 0,0  p . Hence, ),,;1(1 pxF   is a convex function from (0, 1) to (0, 1). 
Remark: ),,;( pxF   can be used as a distortion function to distort survival function (sf) of a 
given random variable as stated in the Corollary 2 next. 
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Corollary 2. If X is the risk with sf )(xG  and let Z be a distorted random variable with sf 
],,);([ pxGF   for 10   and 0,0  p . Let ][ZE  dxpxGF

0
],,);([   )(, XP   be 
the distorted premium and dxxGXP nn 


0
)]([)( , 10  n  be the proportional hazard premium 
(see Wang 1995) of an insurance product respectively. Then )(, XP   is a premium principle 
such that 
i. )max()()( , XXPXPn   , for all n  
ii. bXaPbaXP  )()( ,,  , 
iii. if )( 11 XG and )( 21 XG  are sf of two non negative risk random variables 1X  and 2X  
with )()( 2211 XGXG  , that is, 1X  precedes 2X  under first stochastic dominance then 
)()( 2,1, XPXP   , 
iv. if 1X  precedes 2X  under second stochastic dominance, that is, if 
222111 )()( dxxGdxxG
xx


  for all 0x  then )()( 2,1, XPXP   . 
Proof: From theorem 3 above we know that ),,;( pxF    is concave for )1,0(x  when 
10   , 0p  and 0 . Also being a cdf, it is an increasing function of x with 
0),,;0( pF   and 1),,;1( pF  .  
The results (ii), (iii) and (iv) follow immediately from Definition 6 of distortion premium 
principle and subsequent properties thereof in Wang (1996).  
For the result (i) from Wang (1996) it follows that )max()(, XXP  .  
Now we provide a proof of )()( , XPXPn  . We first prove that for any p,  pxF ,,;   x .  
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Case I: When p is an integer, we get 
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)log(
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1
1
. 
Case II: For real p, we apply the integral representation (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 
Incomplete_gamma_function; see section “Evaluation Formulae”) 
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Therefore for any p,  pxF ,,;   x . It follows that 
  xpxF ),,;( ),,;( pxFx    for )1,0(x  
),,);(())(( pxGFxG    since 1)(0  xG  for all x .  
),,);(())(( pxGFxG    for all x . 
Now, for all x , we have 
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),,);(())(( pxGFxG n   when 10  n  
)()()),,);(())(( ,00 XPXPdxpxGFdxxG n
n
  

.  
Remark. This new distorted premium principle is a tradeoff between the proportional hazard 
premium and maximal premium. For 1n , )()( XEXPn   and for 0n , )max()( XXPn   
(see Wang, 1995). 
For a numerical confirmation of the Corollary 2(i) we present in Table 1, values of the 
proportional hazard premium )(XPn and the distorted premium )(, XP   obtained using the 
Generalized Log–Lindley distribution for different values of the parameters considering the 
Exponential, Weibull, and Inverse Gaussian as the underlying risk distribution.  
Table 1 here
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4. A useful re-parameterization of ),( pLL  
Starting with a two-parameter Lindley distribution (Shanker et al., 2013), Jodra et al. (2016) 
obtained a re-parameterized version of (1) with pdf  
0,10,10,)log)1((),;( 1     xxxxf                   (7) 
In fact this can be obtained by substituting 



1
 that is 



1
1
1  in the LL 
distribution in (1). 
The pdf in (7) overcomes the issue of unbounded parameter space of (1). Applying the same re-
parameterization to ),( pLL  distribution in (2) we obtain a re-parameterized version with pdf 
,)log)1(()log(
])1(1)[1(
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                            (8) 
0,0,10,10,  px  . 
Now the mean of the re-parameterized GLL can be easily derived using (4) as 
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For p=0, we get back (1) from (7) and (2) from (8). Note that the new parameter  introduced in 
(8) is bounded. 
5. Maximum Likelihood Estimation and Information Matrix 
The likelihood function for a random sample of size n from the   ,pLL  is 
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The log-likelihood function is then given by 
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The first and second order derivatives of the log-likelihood function are: 
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For 0p , this reduces to the result given in Gomez et al. (2014). 
The information matrix is given by .3,2,1,),( , kjI kj  Where  
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This matrix can be inverted to get the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix for the maximum 
likelihood estimates.  
The derivatives of the gamma function   in 33I may be computed as follows. Let 
   
logd
d
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2
logd
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 


   be the digamma and trigamma functions, 
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respectively. We note the following formulae for the derivatives of the gamma function    in 
terms of digamma and trigamma functions: 
            
        2           
Spouge (1994) has given efficient methods to compute the digamma and trigamma functions. In 
the programming language R the functions digamma(x) and trigamma(x) are available to 
compute these functions. 
6. Data Modeling Applications  
In this section, we consider the modeling of the data set originally used in Schmit and Roth 
(1990) and considered by Gomez-Deniz et al. (2014) about the cost effectiveness of risk 
management (measured in percentages) in relation to exposure to certain property and casualty 
losses, adjusted by several other variables such as size of assets and industry risk. Description of 
the data set may be found in Gomez-Deniz et al. (2014). We take the response variable to be Y = 
FIRMCOST/100. Six other variables (covariates) are ASSUME (X1), CAP (X2), SIZELOG (X3), 
INDCOST (X4), CENTRAL (X5) and SOPH (X6). We model response variable (Y) as well as its 
complimentary (1-Y) without and with covariates. To accommodate the covariates we introduce 
two regression models based on the proposed distribution first linking the covariates to the 
parameter   and then to the mean and present numerical results. Parameter estimation was 
performed using the R packages. Beta regression is performed using the package betareg, while 
other regressions are performed through optimization using the function mle2 in the package 
bbmle. It may be noted that Jodra and Jimenez-Gamero (2016), also investigated the same data 
set using a re-parameterization of the LL distribution. 
6.1 Modeling the parameter centering parameter  of   ,pLL  
Here we first note that as   , the mean of the   ,pLL  distribution in (4),  
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This implies that the parameter   plays a certain “centering” role for the distribution. For the 
purpose of regression modeling of the parameter  , a suitable link function is required. Suppose 
that a random sample nYYY ,,, 21   of size n is obtained from the ),( pLL  distribution. For a set 
of k covariates, the log link for the ),( pLL  regression model gives the parameter θ for each 
iY  as 
exp( ) , 1,2, ,
1 exp( )
T
i
i T
i
i n  

x
x
β
β
, where  ikiTi xx ,,,1 1 x  are the covariates with 
corresponding coefficients  k ,,, 10 β . 
Here, the beta, LL and ),( pLL  regression models are considered and the log-
likelihood values and parameter estimates for the models considered, without and with 
covariates, are presented in Table 2. 
Table 2 here 
In terms of the log-likelihood values, it is clear from the results in Table 2 that the 
generalized Log-Lindley model fits the data best with or without covariates for the response 
variable Y. It is also the best model for the regression of 1 – Y, while the beta model is the best 
for this case without covariates. For the case of modeling 1 – Y with and without covariates, it is 
seen that the estimates for the parameter p of the   ,pLL  model approaches 0 and hence, 
approaches the results for the LL distribution.  
6.2 Modeling in terms of Mean 
Here we have investigated the cases of Y and 1 – Y without and with covariates for   ,pLL   re-
parameterized in terms of its mean,   in (4) together with two other new parameters   and   
such that the parameters in (2) are replaced by: 
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The new parameters are such that 0 <   < 1,   > 0,  11  . The re-parametrized 
distribution will now be denoted in terms of the new parameters as ),( LL . Clearly, when γ = 
1, the re-parameterized log-Lindley distribution of Gomez et al. (2014) is obtained. Now for a 
random sample nYYY ,,, 21   of size n from the   ,LL  distribution and a set of k covariates, 
the logit link for the ),( LL  regression model gives the mean for each iY  as 
niT
i
T
i
i ,,2,1,)exp(1
)exp( 

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β
β
x
x
 . 
Here, only LL and ),( LL regression models are applied to the same data set used. The log-
likelihood values and parameter estimates for the models considered, with and without 
covariates, are presented in Table 3. 
Table 3 here 
It is clear that in terms of the log-likelihood values in Table 3 that ),( LL model fits the data 
better for the response variable Y as well as  1 – Y, for the regression of 1 – Y , the estimates of 
the parameter γ for the   ,LL  model approaches 1  which is why results approach that of the 
LL regression model as depicted.  
7. Concluding discussion 
A new distribution in (0, 1) is proposed that nests the Log-Lindley distribution of Gomez-Deniz 
et al. (2014) and offers compact expressions for cdf and moments. This new distribution is 
shown to be a weighted Log-Lindley distribution which enhances its usefulness in statistical 
modeling. Many of its important structural properties like log-concavity and stochastic ordering 
are studied. An interesting characterization of the weighted distribution in terms of Kullback-
Liebler distance and weighted entropy has been given. This is of utility for statistical inference 
with the proposed distribution as a weighted Log-Lindley distribution. A new class of distorted 
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premium principle based on the proposed distribution is also introduced stating some important 
results. A re-parameterization of the proposed distribution is also prescribed for achieving 
bounded range for a parameter that allows regression of this parameter on covariates through a 
Logit link function.  Application to a real life data set, with a much better fit than the beta and 
Log-Lindley distributions, shows the relevance of the newly proposed distribution in modeling 
without covariates and also in regression analysis to accommodate covariates.  
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(a)                                                                      (b) 
 
 
(c)                                                                     (d) 
        
 
(e)                                                                     (f) 
Figure 1. Pdf plots of ),( pLL  when p = 0 (red), 1 (green), 3(blue), 5 (brown), 7 (light green) for 
(a) 001.0,20    (b) 1.0,5     (c) 5,20    (d) 1.0,2   (e) 10,5.0    
(f) 0,9.0    
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Figure 2. Hazard rate function plots of ),( pLL  when p = 0 (red), 1 (green), 3 (blue), 5       (brown), 7 
(light green) for (a) 2,9.0    (b) 2,2     (c) 2,5    
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Table 1:  Values of proportional hazard premium, )(XPn  and distorted premium, )(, XP   for fixed p  and for different distributions with given 
parameters 
Distributions 
)(XPn  )(, XP  , p  = 1 )(, XP  , p  = 2 
n = 0.4 n =0.75 n  = 1.0   = 0.3 
 = 0.5 
  = 0.3 
  = 1.5 
  = 0.7 
  = 0.5 
  = 0.7 
  = 1.5 
  = 0.3 
  = 0.5 
  = 0.3 
 = 1.5 
  = 0.7 
  = 0.5 
  = 0.7 
  = 1.5 
Exponential (  = rate) 
  = 0.5 5.000 2.667 2.000 19.535 18.776 8.146 7.588 26.349 25.797 11.130 10.688 
  = 2.0 1.250 0.667 0.500 4.884 4.694 2.036 1.897 6.587 6.449 2.783 2.672 
Weibull (  = shape,   = scale) 
 = 0.5,  = 1.0 12.500 3.556 2.000 128.682 121.088 22.666 20.274 217.989 210.628 39.111 36.584 
 =1.5,  = 0.5 0.831 0.547 0.451 2.199 2.135 1.225 1.163 2.712 2.671 1.526 1.482 
 =1.5,  = 1.5 2.494 1.640 1.354 6.598 6.406 3.675 3.488 8.136 8.012 4.576 4.445 
Inverse Gaussian (   = mean,   = scale) 
 = 0.5,  = 1.0 1.052 0.619 0.500 3.985 3.827 1.626 1.521 5.415 5.299 2.208 2.121 
 = 2.5,  = 0.5 15.094 4.423 2.500 124.012 117.479 27.996 25.060 187.971 182.757 47.370 44.409 
 = 2.0,  = 2.0 5.488 2.690 2.000 26.795 25.607 9.132 8.423 37.814 36.919 13.255 12.636 
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Table 2.  Log-likelihood values and parameter estimates for beta, Log-Lindley and generalized Log-
Lindley models, with and without covariates 
Models Y 1 – Y Log-likelihood Estimates Log-likelihood Estimates 
(a) Without covariates 
 
Beta(a,b) 
 
76.1175 
  
      a = 0.6125 
b = 3.7979 
 
76.1175 
 
    a = 3.7979 
b = 0.61252 
 
Log-Lindley,  
LL 
 
76.6042 
 
  = 0.03427 
  = 0.6907 
 
69.0196 
    
     = 4.16×103 
  = 5.9076 
 
Generalized 
Log-Lindley, 
),( pLL  
 
83.2511 
 
  = 0.3824 
  = 1.2694 
p  = 1.7819 
 
69.0195 
 
     = 2.66×103 
  = 5.9077 
  p = 1.0×10-6 
(b) With covariates and logit link for regression 
 
Beta ),(   
 
 
87.7230 
    
   0  = 1.8880 
   1  = -0.01214 
   2  = 0.1780 
 3  = -0.5115 
 4  = 1.2363 
 5  = -0.01216 
6  = -0.003721 
   = 6.331 
 
87.7230 
   
  0  = -1.8880 
  1  = 0.01214 
  2  = -0.1780 
  3  = 0.5115 
  4  =  -1.2363 
 5  = 0.01216 
 6  = 0.003721 
    = 6.331 
 
Log-Lindley, 
1( , )LL    
 
83.6526 
  
0   = 1.8422 
1  = -0.005083 
2  = 0.05793 
3  = -0.2917 
4  = 0.7122 
5  = -0.01971 
6  = 5.102×10
-4 
  = 0.01989 
 
96.7054 
  
0  = -2.7403 
1  = 0.03166 
2  = -0.7586 
3  = 0.6962 
4  = -3.6193 
5  = 5.530×10
-3 
6  = 0.03671 
  = 108.5776 
 
Generalized 
Log-Lindley,  
),( pLL  
 
98.2977 
 
0  = 2.7972 
1  = -5.027×10
-3 
2  = 0.05734 
3  = -0.2894 
4  = 0.6989 
 
96.7624 
 
0  = -2.6807 
1  = 0.03191 
2  = -0.7463 
3  = 0.6963 
4  = -3.7226 
 36
5  = -0.01947 
6  = 1.875×10
-4 
  = 0.3759 
 p = 3.3418 
5  = 6.103×10
-3 
6  = 0.03558 
  = 299.47 
 p = 1.00×10-6 
 
 
Table 3.  Log-likelihood values and parameter estimates for re-parameterized Log-Lindley and 
generalized Log-Lindley models with covariates 
Models Y 1 – Y Log-likelihood Estimates Log-likelihood Estimates 
 
Log-Lindley, 
),(1 LL  
83.7575  0   = 1.6767 
 1  = -7.57×10
-3 
2  = 0.08903 
3  = -0.4281 
4  = 0.9687 
5  = -0.02318 
6  = 2.91×10
-4 
  = 0.03488 
96.7689  0  = -2.7200 
 1  = 0.03208 
 2  = -0.7378 
 3  = 0.7024 
4  = -3.7854 
5  = 6.86×10
-3 
6  = 0.03593 
  = 67.212 
Generalized 
Log-Lindley, 
),( LL  
91.9525 
0  = 0.2175 
1  = 0.004907 
2  = -0.1335 
3  = -0.2644 
4  = 0.4451 
5  = -0.07726 
6  = 0.005268 
  = 0.1755 
 γ  = 2.6735 
96.8252 
0  = -2.7149 
1  = 0.03221 
2  = -0.7508 
3  = 0.7049 
4  = -3.7945 
5  = 0.002473 
6  = 0.03570 
  = 65.0001          
 γ  = 1.0021 
 
